Destination
Kyoto

Departure
Osaka

Details
"Meet Maiko in Kyoto" 3 hours at Gion, Kinkaku-ji & Kiyomizu-dera with lunch
You can take a 2-shot photo with Maiko or Geiko.
Lunch : Traditional Kyoto Cuisine Watch Maiko or Geiko dance at a traditional
Kyoto restaurant. (1song only)

Included
Lunch : Traditional Kyoto Cuisine
Watch Maiko or Geiko dance at a traditional Kyoto restaurant. (1song only)
2-shot photo with Maiko or Geiko.
Includes admission fee to temples (Fushimi Inari Taisha & Kiyomizu-dera &
Kinkaku-ji)

Guide/Conductor
English Speaking

Price
Adult

JPY 14,000 ~

Child

JPY 13,000

Remarks
※Any additional cost would be at your own expense.
※Your meeting time is 8：20 a.m. at Umeda, and 8：50 a.m. at Namba.
※The bus will leave at scheduled departure time. The tour will not wait for late
arrivals.
※Smoking is not allowed in the bus. Thank you for your cooperation.
※Itinerary is subject to change depending on the weather, traffic conditions, etc.
Emergency Contact Number on the Day of Departure
０３ - ５３６６ - ６０６４ (English, Chinese, and Korean available)
8：00 a.m. ～ 6：00 p.m.

Itinerary
8:20 Umeda/Hearton Hotel Nishi-Umeda 1F Lobby
8:50 Namba/OCAT Blg. 1F
10:00 - 11:20 Fushimi Inari Taisha
Fushimi Inari Shrine is the head shrine for some 30,000 Inari shrines across the country. It is
especially famous for its seemingly endless vermilion torii (1,000 shrine gates.) Fushimi Inari
was dedicated to the gods of agriculture, the deities were enrolled to ensure prosperity in
business, a bountiful harvest and traffic safety. The Fox is traditionally seen as sacred, and is
considered the messenger of Inari. According to Folklore, it has been sa id that in the olden
days the Fox ate the insects that would harm the crops, which then led to a bountiful harvest.
11:50 - 13:40 Gion meet Maiko (Lunch)
Gion is well known for having Maiko (Geiko). The traditional town's street and side alleys
that are lined with preserved machiya houses and Ochaya (tea houses). One of 3 biggest
festivals in Japan, the 'Gion festival' is held by Yasaka Shrine and is Gion -san by locals. It is
believed to ward off evil spirits, ensure good health and give prosperity in bu siness. Many
people come to pray to 'Okuninushi' (divine master) the god of match -making, for luck in
love. ※Admission: Free Geiko (Geisha): A woman trained in the art of music, singing and
dancing to entertain guests. Maiko: A Geiko apprentice. A younger woman or who is training
in the arts.
14:10 - 15:20 Kiyomizu-dera Temple
The proverb "to jump off the stage at Kiyomizu" that is the Japanese equivalent of the
English expression "to take the plunge", is derived from Kiyomizu-dera. The Main Hall has a
large wooden stage that juts out over the hillside, it was built without using a single nail and
is supported by 139 pillars. The view of the city of Kyoto from this Kiyomizu Stage is
magnificent. Kiyomizu-dera (the temple of clear water) was named after Otowa Waterfall
which is said to be good for your longevity, health, and study if you drink. This temple is
famous for the cherry blossoms in spring and fall foliage in autumn.
16:00 - 16:45 Kinkaku-ji Temple
Kinkaku, a pagoda made to house the sacred relics of the Buddha, has given this temple the
popular name of Kinkaku-ji (Temple of the Golden Pavilion). But the official name of this
branch temple of the Rinzai sect Zen temple of Shôkoku-ji is Rokuon-ji. This complex, whose
gardens and architecture focused around a central Golden Pavilion, was said to evoke
paradise on earth. And the view of Kinkaku which is reflected in the Kyôkochi (Mirror Pond)
is very beautiful. This was built by the third Ashikaga Shô gun Yoshimitsu for his own villa
but turned into a temple after his death. This temple was rebuilt in 1955.
18:15 Disband at Namba/OCAT Blg
18:30Umeda/Hearton Hotel Nishi-Umeda

Cancel Policy

5 days before the service date.

30% of Tour Price.

2 days before the service date.

40% of Tour Price.

1 day before the service date.

50% of Tour Price.

On the service date.

100% of Tour Price.

No Show

100% of Tour Price.

